
GRADE 7 

ENGLISH EXERCISES WEEK 4 

I. Choose the word having the underlined part pronounced different in each line. 

1. A. wished   B. gripped  C. loved   D. liked 

2. A. excited   B. enjoyed  C. bored   D. amazed 

3. A. laughed   B. ended  C. shocked   D. missed 

4. A. advertised  B. murdered  C. performed   D. approached 

5. A. produced  B. terrified  C. entertained  D. engaged 

II. Give the correct form of the words given to complete the sentence. 

1. Although Titanic is a …………………………..film, it has a sad ending. (ROMANCE) 

2. His recent film received a lot of ………………………….. from the public. (CRITIC) 

3. I don’t like horror films because they are too …………………………..for me. (FRIGHT) 

4. Do you know Daniel Day-Lewis? He has won three Oscars for Best………………… (ACT) 

5. The film was ……………………..though they spent millions of dollars making it. (SUCCEED) 

III. Combine the sentences. Use the words in brackets. 

1. It was a comedy. Almost audience fell asleep. (although) 

 ___________________________________________________________________ . 

2. The film was made twenty years ago. Many people have enjoyed seeing it. (however) 

 ___________________________________________________________________ . 

3. She has been nominated for Best Actress five times. She has never won once. (in spite of) 

 ___________________________________________________________________ . 

4. This is his first role. His acting is excellent. (nevertheless) 

 ___________________________________________________________________ . 

5. The film didn’t receive good investment. The film was a great success. (despite) 

 ___________________________________________________________________ . 

IV. Choose the best answer for each of the following sentences. 

1. The movie on TV last night made me ………… 

A. bore     B. boring   C. bored   D. boredom 

2. They were very disappointed …………..her acting.  

 A. of   B. with    C. in    D. on 

3. We are really ……..about going to the cinema tonight.  

A. excited   B. interested   C. amused   D. pleased 

4. The cinema changed completely at ……..end of ….. 1920s  

A. an – the  B. the - 0      C. 0 – the   D. the – the  

5. I …………..thrillers to action films.    

A. like   B. prefer   C. would rather  D. enjoy 

6. A film in which strange and frightening things happen is called a/an………… 

A. thriller  B. comedy   C. drama   D. animation 

7. Trung finds horror films really………..  

A. disgust  B. disgusts   C. disgusting   D. disgusted 

8. In Titanic, it…….. Leonardo DiCaprio as Jack Dawson, a poor artist.  

A. directs   B. shows     C. acts     D. stars 

 



9. ……....beginning with a terrible disaster, the film has a happy ending.  

A. In spite    B. Despite    C. Although    D. However 

10. The film has a silly plot. …….., many people enjoyed it.  

A. Though      B. Moreover   C. Because    D. Nevertheless 

VI. Read the passage below and choose one correct answer for each question. 

My first visit to the cinema was a very unhappy one. I was taken there by some friends when 

I was only seven years old. At first there were bright lights and music and I felt quite happy. When 

the lights went out, I felt afraid. Then I saw a train on the screen. The train was coming towards me. 

I shouted out in fear and got down under my seat. When my friends saw me, they started to laugh. I 

felt ashamed and sat back in my seat. I was very glad when the film ended. 

1. Who took the writer to the cinema for the first time? 

A. His father   B. His parents  C. His parents’ friends D. His friends 

2. How did he feel at first? 

A. excited   B. unhappy  C. sad    D. quite unhappy 

3. He was frightened when ………………….. 

A. there was music  B. the cinema had no light C. the train ran  D. his friends 

saw him 

4. Where did he hide when he saw the train coming towards him? 

A. under the seat  B. on the screen C. on his friends’ back D. under the train seat 

5. How did he feel when the film finished?  

A. very sad     B. very unhappy   C. quite happy   D. quite right 

VII. Find a mistake in the four underlined parts of each sentence and correct it 

1. The children felt very terrifying when they watched that horror film. 

  A                 B         C                D 

2. Lots of people enjoy Titanic despite it has an unhappy ending. 

      A        B        C  D 

3. We found the film bored, so we left halfway through it. 

  A    B          C           D 

4. Although his old age, Mark performed excellently in his latest film. 

A          B         C                            D 

5. Almost people were shock by the way the film star behaved. 

             A       B C                                 D 

VIII. Complete the second sentence so that it has similar meaning to the first sentence. 

1. In spite of having to work the next day, Tom watched films on DVD till midnight. 

Even though  ____________________________________________________________________ . 

2. The ending of the film was quite disappointing. = We  _________________________________ . 

3. Although she performed well, she didn’t receive good comments from critics. 

Despite her _____________________________________________________________________ . 

4. We were so interested in the comedy that we laughed from beginning to end. 

The comedy _____________________________________________________________________ . 

5. I’m frightened by horror films; however, I enjoy watching them. 

In spite _________________________________________________________________________ . 

THE END 


